This is the Generation Box
Legend, or GBL, which explains
the single [boxed numbers].

Above shows an update line;
every time the page is updated,
the month, year and reference #
will change.

Single boxed numbers [1] before a name represents generations.
James Walker is a son. Below, James Henry is listed as a grandson,
which is why he has [2]. You are [3], your children are [4], and so on.
As explained in the GBL, located under the header, each number
represents how we are related to Thomas and Sarah.
Large boxed numbers [03-225] after a name are ID
numbers. 03 is this person is a descendant of
Thomas ATKINSON II & Sarah CAWARD. 255 is the
individual number for James Henry ATKINSON.

LNU#s are located at the bottom
left of every page. LNU means
“Last Number Used.” 874 means
there are 874 relatives in this
section.
Some other sections have close to
1000 relatives in them.

This bold lettering is “the header.”
Thomas & Sarah are the common
ancestors for everyone listed in
this section.

The numbering on this
side of the page
represents references,
proofs and information
sources. The numbers
are valid for this section
[03] only; because the
other sections [01, 02,
05-09 and 11-14] have
their own numbering.
Please see detailed
NOTES below for
important information.

< This is the actual page number; it is
centered along the bottom of each page.

NOTES:
Sometimes information “conflicts” with each other. When this happens, I use different colours to show the differences.
For example: a death date was listed as 10-04-11. Which one is the correct date…
OCT 4, 1911?
APR 10, 1911?
APR 11, 1910?
NOV 4, 1910?
I don’t know either! So, I use colours to show the conflicts in information.
1. BLACK shows the first date I found, but it does not necessarily mean it is the correct one.
2. RED shows the next date I located …
3. Then BLUE …
4. And if there is still another conflict date, GREEN.

